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"Loss oJ calls to Cape Bridgewaler 008 Due
to programming Error by Telecom"

"Loss of calb lo Cope Bridgewater 008 Due
to programming Error by Telecom February
Callers receive "Nobe" on the 008 semice.

Again, different reporting, even though letters from my customers show that this fault

occurred over a period of many months.

Even the page numbers of these two reports are different. I have asked Mr Pinnock to

supply me with copies of pages 38 and 39 from this report since my copy is missing

these two pages. In reply, Mr Pinnock forwarded two FOI documents (ry'er

Attachmenl l7e: FoI documents K00942 and K00943) which he ststed were the missing

pages. These two FOI documents were not referred to anpvhere in the report itself -

the fault noted in these documents has not been addressed in the report either. Why?

When I received my copy of the Technical Report on 2nd May 1994, these two

documents (K00942 and K00943) were attached to the end ofthe Report, without any

supporting information. Am I to believe that pages 38 and 39 contain information
associated with these two documents, regarding the fault in the new RCM which was

installed in August 1991? This is the unmanDed exchange that Telecom technicians

noted, on 24 March 1994, suffered from problems created by heat, This heat problem

must have been in existence from August l99l when the exchange was installed.

I submitted the FOI document showing the technician,s comments as part of my

submission, together with supporting information, as just another fault found by

Telecom as a result of my complaints about the cape Bridgewater Network rhis
means that this heat problem had been in existence for 32 months.

Attachment 17f, FOI documents K0094I and K00942, are the fault reports I made,

myself, when cliffMatherson of Austel and I tested two different TF200 Touch phones

on the one line. one of these phones was the one thst Telstra alleged had faults as a

result of beer being spilt into the phone.
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Please read document K00940 first. " Following a call from Atan Smith, I have just had

dbcussions with Les Churcher re a complainl thal Alan Smith lodged earlier today

(Leopard No. 361 608). I desuibed lo Les more occurotely u'hat the problem b and he

i,ill discuss my commenls with Alan Miles." In the next paragraph the writer states: rT

am concerned to note that heat may be parl of lhe problem.,... ,'

When the four FOI documents noted at points 17e and I7f are read together we

discover a very sordid set ofcircumstances beginning to surface and yet Dr Hughes

would not allow forensic testing ofthe laboratory results.

On 28 November 1995, six months too late, some FOI documents were linally

forwarded to me. One of these documents (FOI no. A64535 refer Attachment I7J)

indicates that a hand-written notation was made during the laboratory testing. This

still does not explain why Telecom manufactured evidence which was then used in their

defence ofthe FTAP on 12 December 1994,

The following problems arise from the DMR and Lanes Report:

(i) Pages 38 and 39 are missing;

(ii) There are different versions of the ,,Source of Infomation.t listi

(iii) There are FOI documents included in the report which do not relate to any

information within the report;

(iv) There is evidence that the TIo has stated that Dr Hughes requested DMR and

Lanes to withdraw from completing their intended Addendum Report on

incorrectly charged calls;

(v) The length of time that faults were in existence varies: in one instance the report

shows a five months time span for one feult yet my claim documents include

evidence which shows that this particular fault was in existence for 3% years;

(vi) Paul Howell of DMR Group canada has still not signed the report. This means

that the Arbitrator used en incomplete report, further confused by missing pages,

when he prepared his Award of I I May 1995.
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ATTACHMENT 17 G:

Billing records for 055 267 230, the TF200 Touch Phone line.

These two accounts are marked as A and B. The documents marked Al and Bl are

copies of Telecom's CCAS Smart l0 monitoring analysis data.

Entries on document A, compared to document AI, for outgoing calls (OAS) on 2ll9t93

shows a number of faults lasting from 5 to 12 seconds. These faults include:
* incorrect charging
* calls not disconnecting at the same time as the CCAS and
* other faults on this line.

Entries on documents B, compared to documenl BI, for lt6l94 shows the same faults and

discrepancies were still in existence in 1994.

The TF200 Touch Phone was collected for testing by Telecom on the 2914194, and

replaced with a new phone. Telecom \vere not aware that CliffMatherson of Austel and I
had already tested the line by switching phones. Both phones had the same fault of
locking up and this meant that cliff Matherson could hear me counting from I to 15+ in

my office, after I had hung up the phone in the cradle.

The original fault complaint, lodged with retecom's Engineer, peter Gemble @oI
document K00940), shows that he knew of the heat problem at the RCM on 2g April
1994. Documents B and Bl show that the fault was still on the 055 267 230line five weeks

laler, on ll6194.

Documents A and Al show that the same faurt was in existence some 7 months before

Q3l9l93) the phone was removed. This spans a time period totalling around l0 months
that this fault remained on this line and yet Telecom insist that the fault was caused by
beer which was spilled into the phone and which was still wet and sticky to the touch
(refer Attachment 10 to the Touch Phone Report) when the phone r"as tested. If the fautt
Iirst occurred in september 1993 then surely this is when the beer would have to have

been spilled into the phone casing, Ifthis happened then, how could the beer still bewet
and sticky 7 months later, when Telecom collected the phone? perhaps Telecom has

invented an everlastingly wet beer?
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What makes this situation even worse is that the rep TF200 Touch Phone is also

suffering from alcoholic problems: the faults were still apparent on the line on I June

1994 (refer documents B and Bl al l/6/94), five weeks after 28 April, 1994, when it was

first collected for testing. Who's kidding who here?

At point 2,3 in this TF200 Report there was some suggestion that coffee (with sugar)

could have caused the stickiness, however this was eliminated after further tests. I have

still uot received copies ofthese test results, now have I seen any documentation to

show how these eliminations were determined, even though I have asked for these

particulars under FOI. Perhaps the coffee followed the beer as a sobering agent? Who

knows?

As you can see, I have managed to retain a semblance of a sense ofhumour regarding

the way Telstra conducted and presented their FTAP defence, however, the serious side

ofthis matter is that someone in Telstra has allowed a fabricated report to cover

Telstra's defence. This, coupled with the Bell canada International Inc tests at cape

Bridgewater which were proven to be impracticable and could therefore not have taken

place, leaves Telstra's Defence in a somewhat questionable state. How much more

incorrect and flawed defence material did they use to coyer-up their inaccuracies and

the true extent of the faults that plagued my business for some 6% years?

It is a fact that Telstra has still not supplied, under FoI, documents associated with my

claim.

In relation to over-charging of calls, I provided the Arbitrator with two bound votumes

of information which compared thsse TF200 calls and faults on all three lines (00g line,

267 230 and267 260). These volumes ,',SM16,, ani!,,Brief Summary 1995,, werenot
viewed by DMR and L^nes. In Attachment 17c it is apparent that there is no record of
DMR and Lanes having compared or used these two volumes to further assess my

complaints regarding incorrectly charged calls. This, in turn, resulted in faults also

being experienced on these lines.
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ATTACHMENT ]8:

Record oflaults taken lrom FOI documenls received before lS June 1991.

This record does not include the late FOI documents which also show massive faults on my

service lines. Again, these claim documents were not assessed correctly by the Resource

Unit.

The document marked sI9 was submitted to the FTAP on lsl6t94, The contents were

derived from FoI documents received up to 7 June 1994 and from letters received by me

from customers etc who had also lodged fault complaints with relstra regarding problems

with my phones. This document was prepared as a guide to the faults in the indexed

submissions of FOI documents, as shown below.

Atlachmenl I7c, page 40 of ',Smith,s Source of Informatiorr,, shows:

l_200
200 - 400

400 _ 600

600 _ 800

800 _ 1,000

1,000 - 1289

2,001 _ 2,159

This is a total of 2158 pages of indexed information which was not viewed by DMR and

Lanes. These were For documents which supported the existence of various faults and
included some 70 letters from customers who had experienced faults on my phone lines.

once again, in Aflachment 17c at points I a and I b, we can see the real source of DMR and

Lanes Report: THERE IS NO MENTION OF THESE 2l5E DOCUMENTS.

I repeat there is no mention of:
* the seven bound volumes, Cape Bridgewaler pa l and parf 2 $M20 & 2I);* the incorrectly charged calls noted in document SMI|* further examples of additional evidence in two votumes (SMt 6)* turther FOI nateriat (SMl7)
* document s19, a comprehensive lisr olfaultsrknown and acknowledged by Telecom;* the Brief Summary, 1995
* Smilh's Assessment Submission (SM2)
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This Fast Track Arbitration Procedure was a sham. There was no statutory

Declaration covering the TF200 Report and yet Telstra presented this report as part of
their Defence Documents. The rules of the FTAP clearly state that all evidenc e nsholl

be in theJorm of an Aflidavit or staturory Declaralion.,, Dr Hughes altowed relstra to

break these rules.

After the Award was handed down by Dr Hughes on ll May 1995, unbeknown to Ee,
D M Ryan, ofD M Ryan Corporate pty Ltd, my Forensic Accountant, contacted John
Rundell of FHCA to determine how FHCA had arrived at the figures they used in their
"Financial Report on lhe Cape Bridgewater Holiday Camp,,, Mr Rundell was the
Project Manager on my Arbitration and he was supposed to sign the compreted report.
The signatory to this report was actuafly a Mr seret<, refer Attachmenr 19 (two refiers

from D M Ryan: one to Senator Alston and one to Mr John pinnock, TIO).

This means that the authors of two separate reports were instructed by the Arbitrator
to omit or exclude information form the finished documents: DMR and Lanes
Addendum Report and now FHCA's Financial Report.
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ATTACHMENT l9 o:

Two lellers

Derrick Ryan presented this material to Senator Alston and Mr Pinnock He has put his own

integrity on the line by stating that John Rundell told him that he (John Rundell) was

instructed by Dr Hughes to remove a large part of his financial report When I learned of

this,I also rang Mr Rundell. He did not deny this fact IF WE HAD SEEN TIIE

ORIGINAL, I,'NDELETED VERSION OF THIS REPORT, TIIEN JUST TTIE

MATERIAL WHrCH WAS OMITTED (WHTCH WE HAVE NEVER SEEIgMAY WELL

HAlts GMN US GROUNDS FOR AN APPEAL, however I was not given this opportunity.

Many FOI documents were released to me after the Award was handed down and the

FTAP was over. These documents are now oflittle use.

After badgering Dr Hughes's office for the return of my claim / submission documents

for some time I finally had to drive for five hours to Melbourne to collect the documents

myself, on 28 August 1995. Dr Hughes's secretary was quite angry that I had arrived at

the oflice however, after I had explained that I had to turn around and drive back to

Portland she finally arranged for a number ofboxes to be brought down for my

inspection. I checked some ofthe contents and believed these boxes contained my

documents, so I returned to Portland with them.

on my refurn I opened the boxes and examined the contents more fully. I discovered a

number of documents containing information I had not been privy to during the FTAp,

These documents are:

1. A leter to Gordon Hughes from Bruce Mathews of Austel,8 December 1994
2, A letter to Bruce Mathews from Ted Benjamin, Telecom, ll November 1994
3. A letter to Ted Benjamin from Bruce Mathews, I December 1994

4, A l€tter to Steve Black" Telecom from Bruce Mathews,4 October 1994

5. A printed list of t'Assumptions,, regarding my Financial Claim (FTAp), to be

viewed by Dr Hughes, sent by FHCA
5. A draft copy ofthe Technical Evaluation Report preprred by David Read ofLanes

Telecommunications, Adelaide, regarding the Technicql Faults at Cape Bridgewater, 7

April 1994

7. A copy ofthe originel Technical Evaluation Report which I had received on 2 May
1995. This copy was dated 30 April 1995, the same date as my vercion.
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I have already addrcssed the issues around the FHCA "Assumptions" in their Financial

Claim, a variation on what should really have been in their report, This leaves

considerable doubt as to the integrity ofthose who ventured to Cape Bridgewater.

Their "Assumplrorrs" were what was recorded in this report. Material provided to Sue

Hodgkinson ofFHCA and her assistant, in front of a Telecom employee, was not used

in the completed FHCA Technical Report.

On the day that these three people visited Cape Bridgewater I could not leave my

business as my paftner had a dental appointment so I arranged a lunch offresh rolls

with ham and salad, and fresh pasta. The offer of lunch at my centre was declined by

the FHCA people and the Telstra official, Paul Haar, and these three then lunched at

the Kiosk at the beach. This was a blatant disregard for me as a claimant.

With regard to the Technical Evaluation Report, it can be seen that Paul Howell of

DMR actually had very little (if any) input into the final document, even though it
bears his company's name. I had made it quite clear that I had reservations about the

independence of David Read ofLanes since he had been an employee ofrelecom for Ig
years. DMR Group canada were then appointed and I requested that paul Howell be

the designated oflicial in relation to this report as well as the signatory to the final

version ofthe report. This report has still not been signed by anyone and it appears

that David Read was the orchestrator ofthe Draft copy dated 7 April 1994: the only

trame on that version ofthe report is David Read's and the Lanes logo appears on the cover.

The basic cotrtent ofthe Draft copy ofthe report is the same as the finished report,

however the scope of the report, which lists where the information came from (,,source

of Informalion') includes reference to only eteven separate volumes of claim documents

which I presented to the FTAP.

ATTACHMENT l7C- la ATTACHMENT 17- lb ATTACHMENT 17 - lc

't Th e into rmatio n p rovided

in this report has been

derived and interyrcted from
the lollowing doc uments, "

This document, dated 30

April 1994, lists the same

sources of information as

la: a total of ll documents

(omitting the Telecom

Defence Documents).

This document is dated 30

April 1994, the same as lb
and yet thcre are 24 claim
documents which were not
assessed by DMR and
Lanes,
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Obviously the Resource Unit provided a 'doctored' copy of the report to me thinking

that would 'shut me up', net'er imagining that I would inadvertently uncover copies of

the other tr+'o versions of the report!

Also missing from this "Source of Information" list is document SI9' A copy of S19

can be seen st Attachment 18 of this document: it is a full index of known and

registered faults. It is now painfully clear that FHCA did not supply this document to

DMR and Lanes. This is a very serious incident, Further included it Attachment I8 on

page 2 of tbe DMR and Lanes Report is the following statement:

"A comprehensive log of Mr Smilh's complainls does not appear lo exisl

Attachment 18, page 2 of the DMR and Lanes Report also indicates that DMR and

Lanes were not priry to a large number of technical documents which I presented as

claim documentation: 11 out of25 is certainly a large difference.

I have already mentioned four letters from Austel and Telecom which I have never seen

before. Under the rules ofthe FTAP all internal correspondence should have been

circulated by the Arbitrator among all concerned parties. This was trot the case for

these four letters and I have since been able to prove to Mr John Wynack,

Commonwealth Ombudsman's Office, that this was a commorr practice of Dr Hughes's.

The Austel letters were significant because the faults listed in them were facfual and I
did experience these faults on my service continually yet the true extent of these faults

was not made known to DMR and Lanes by either Dr Hughes or FHCA. As an

example of this I have attached a further two fault reports which were used in Telstra's

Defence (Attachments 22 and 23). I am hightighting these examples because the FTAP

Resource Unit have taken Telstra's Defence Documents at fice value, without checking

them against my claim / submission. Attachment I7c shows that DMR and Lanes did

not view all my claim documents and this is also obvious in Attachment 18. This 12

page booklet (S19) is another document which was never viewed or assessed by DMR

and Lanes. Both Telstra and the Resource Unit have been NEGLIGENT in their
preparation and reporting to the FTAP.
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ATTACHMENT 20:

I*tten found in box of returned claim documen6 (refer ako Attachnunt 21)

Lefrer lo Austel regarding FOI request ( 13 May 1996)

The letter to Austel asks, under FOI, for copies ofany correspondence which might be in

existence between Dr Hughes and Austel from around the time of the Austel and Telecom

letters of December 1994.

This makes it clear that Dr Hughes did not even take the trouble to conform with a directive

from Telecom, or to let Bruce Mathews of Austel know that I drd address these three

continuing faults on my phone linqs. I was left in the dark in regard to Austel's concern in

these matters and this shows the contempt Dr Hughes had for me as a clamant in this F[AP.

If DMR and Lanes had been priry to these letters from Austet then they may well have

challenged Dr Hughes about whether a complete Evaluation Report was actually being

carried out on my claim / submission documents. I am now Ieft to wonder which information

DMR and Lanes actually saw during this FTAP.
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ATTACHMENT 21:

FOI documcnts L69036 & L69017: letter to Dr Hugheslrom Ted Benjartn, 16 December 1994

Letten Jound in box of returned claim documents (r{er also Attachnenl 20)

Lefrerfrom Ted Benjamin, Telecom, which b self-exttlanatory.

In his letter Ted Benjamin is asking Dr Hughes for direction. The last paregraph on the

second page states:

ttThe simplest way forward may befor Mr Smilh and Telecom and you,setf to att

conftrm in b,ilting that thb infomation can be provided to Austel if this haee urith

your approval"

I repeat I did not receive a copy of this letter, as I should have, under the rules ofthe FTAP.

This was a BREACH oF THE RULES oF Tm F-rAp UNDER CLAUSE 6, which states:

"A copy of all documents and correspondenceforwarded by a party to the Afiitratot
shall beforwarded by the ArbfuaAr b the Special Counsel and the othet parqt,tl

There were further alarming 'breaches' of the'rules' of the FTAp made by Dr Hughes,

on 9 Moy 1995 Dr Hughes forwarded a copy of my reply to the DMR and Lanes Technical

Report which had attached a copy ofD M Ryan's response to the FHCA Financial Report
on the same day Ted Benjamin forwarded to Dr Hughes Terstra's submission in Response to

the DMR and Lanes Technical Report, which included relstra's response to the FHCA
Financial ReporL

I did not receive a copy ofeither ofthese two responses during the FTAp: I did not receive
knowledge of these matte^ untir 23 June 1996, with the response to my FOI r€quqst

on 12 April 1995 Dr Hughes received a copy ofthe TF200 Touch phone Report Attached to
this report was a letter from Ted Benjamin which stated thaT if need bg Telstra would
arrange for this "Report'r to be covered by a statutory Declaration which would be signed by
the Resesrch technicians, attesting to the authenticity ofthat report
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I have still not seen these Statutory Declarations. All evidence submitted to the FTAP

should have been accompanied by an Affidavit or Statutory Declaration, according to the

rules of the FTAP,

Since I was abo unaware of the letter from Ted Benjamin, this is another'breach' of the

rules of the FTAP.

By ofrering to have this Report covered by a legal documenl Ted Benjamin may well have

inadvertently swayed the opinion of, and therefore the decisions made by the Arbitrator, Dr

Hughes. This offer would, no doubt, have convinced Dr Hughes that this "Report" must

therefore have been a facfual document

By denying me access to the original Laboratory Research Testing notes, uuder the FTAP,

Dr Hughes disallowed me the right to use this fabricated 'report' as the 'anchor' for an

amendment to my claim.
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ATTACHMENT 22:

Telslra's Delence Documenr, page 33

In paragraph I of this document, Telstra makes the following statement:

"The levels of service provided to Smilh in the pre-settlemcnt period were equal

to or better tlran those servicing olher rural areas...

This statement is incorrect. FOI document C04008 (refer Attachment 2a) statesi

"Overall, Mr Smith's serttice had s ulJbred from a poor grade o! netu)ork

performance over a period ofseveral years with some dilliculty to detect

exchange problen s in the last I months.t'

Telstra Defence Document (refer Aflachmcnt 22) stales in the last paragraph:

"Ongoing monlhl! test calls demonstrated lhat an annual average call success

rote of greater than 99% was achieved during t9EB, 1990 and I99l years and

grcater llran 98% was achieved in 1989.,,

when comparing this information with the information contained in FOI documents

c04006, 7 an'il 8 (refer Afiachment 2a) it is obvious that Telstra lied in their defence.
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TTACHMENT 23:

Telstra's Defence Document, page 21

Telstra stated in their report dated 2l November 1992, on the RCM, that 22 customers had

complained about faults over a four day period and yet the two pages offault reports taken

from their Defence, which cover the period in question (November 2l to 24,1992) list26

Cape Bridgewater Customers (CBWR) complaining,

On page 23 of the DMR and Lanes Report information from Telstra's Defence is repeated,

stating that 22 customers experienced this four day fault. DMR and Lanes could have

uncovered the truth, as I did, simply by checking Telstra's Defence against the FOI

documents included in my claim / submission. It is obvious that DMR and Lanes did not

check information given to them by Telstra. They were negligent in their reporting to
the FTAP.

StiII on page 24 of Telstra's Defence, we find tbe following information:
" ECM-:2.1-Ne!e.uhs!Ji)22. A lightning strike on 2I November 1992 caused
damoge to cape Bridgewarer RCM equipment resulring in some cape Bridgewater
customets having no service and others etperiencing inlermifienl service
dfficulties.

Over thefour day period of 21, 22, 23, 2lth November 1992, Telecom received 22
customer complaints from Cape Bridgewater customeq NDT, ITR, NRR, and NSy.
The condition v'as investigaled and repaired ovet the two days ofB and 21
November and therelore lastedlorfour days,,,

The DMR and Lanes Report of30 April 1995, on page 23 at point 2.E states:

"RCM I lailure due to lightnkg sttit(e 2l November afrected semice for ,,Four

Dq$"."

FoI document K01173 (included in this Aflachmenr 2i),however, refers to a Telecom

complaint date d 912193:

"I conracred Don Bloomfuld Portland cusromer ops ro discuss Alan smith,s problems.

It is his opinion and rhis is supporled by dara rerrievedlrom opAS that there were

problems in the RCM caused by a Lighhing stilke lo a bearer in late Novemben

These problems damaged PCB's etc appeared to be resolved by late January.,,
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This'four day' RCM lightning strike is referred to in Telstra's Defence Documents.

DMR and Lanes had no alternative but to accept Telstra's Defence Documents as fact,

Ifthey had seen my other claim documents they would have been aware that this so-

called 'four day' fault actually lasted at least 60 days.

Attachments 22 ond 23 are only two of many examples of incorrect fault reporting by

Telstra in their Defence of12 December 1994. If DMR and Lanes, or any other

Commercial Assessor, had seen my claim / submission documents I would not be

writing this document today. If the four Austel and Telecom letters, numbered l, 2, 3

and 4, which I discovered among my own documents when they were returned from Dr

Hughes's office (Attachmenl 20) were investigated, it would be obvious that the FTAP

was not conducted in the way I had been told it would be conducted when I was

encouraged to abandon the Commercial Assessment Proposal. Dr Hughes did not pass

copies of these important Austel and Telecom letters to me during the FTAP, as he

should have, according to the FTAP rules, Dr Hughes was negligent,

A letter to Dr Hughes from Bruce Mathews of Austel, dated 8 December 1994, clearly

acknowledges Austel's concern for other customers who, like myself, would have been

experiencing similar faults (if my allegations were correct). It has since been

acknowledged that the Melaleuca Motel in Portland had experienced two of the faults I
had experienced over several years and I had alerted Austel to this.

In a letter to Bruce Mathews from Ted Benjamin of Telecom, dated I I November 1994,

Mr Benjamin stated that Telecom would address all the faults I had complained of iu

their Defence of the FTAP. Telstra did not defend the RVA faults, nor did they defend

the short duration and incorrectly charged calls to my service lines. Dr Hughes was

aware that Telstra did not defend these issues but DMR and Lanes were not privy to

this documentation.

On2316196I received documents which I had originally requested under FOI back in

October 1995. This request w8s for copies of all letters sent to Telstra from Dr Hughes

during the FTAP and all letters sent by Telstra to Dr Hughes during the FTAP.
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I have discovered, among this latest delivety, many documents and attachments which

I did not receive from Dr Hughes or Telstra during the FTAP. This is further proof

that Dr Hughes did not honour the rules of the Arbitration, Clause 6, which states that

all parties are to be privy to all correspondence sent to the Arbitrator.
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ATTACHMENT 24:

Letter to Mr Pinnock, TIO, 27/5/96

Page 36 of the DMR and Lanes Technical Evaluation Report

The lefter to Mr Pinnock further supports my allegations that, because DMR and Lanes

did not view all the documents I submiffed, incorrect assessments were inevitable and my

claim was severely disadvantage. DMR and Lanes stated, in regard to my Gold phone

(055 267 260) that there was only an ll day fault, The letter to Mr pinnock clearly shows

that this fault lasted for considerably longer than ll days.

on page 36 of the Technical Evaluation Report, at point 2.21, DMR and Lanes assess the

service provided by Telecom to my Gold Phone and they state:

"A reasonoble level of service was provided.,,

My claim / submission of 7 June 1994, volume 2001 - 2l5g was one of the 13 volumes of
claim documents that DMR and Lanes did zol source to complete their Evaluation

Report. This volume included three of 59 letters of complaint from customers who had

experienced continued faults on my Gold phone. These letters were:

l. From the Royal Children's Hospital (in residence 19 to 23 April 1993):

"A number of our can F ers aflempted to make calk lrom the Gold phone during the
week and were unsuccessful,,

and

" Many of our campers and readers had chronic rnesses, rherefore ir v,as vitohy
in portant thal our group had easy access lo an operating telephone syslerrr" 21 hours
per day, in the event of a medicar emergency. rle wourd require a guaranree that the
telephone sysrem was furry operationar berore considering cape Bridgewater camp as

afuture Venue,,,

This group stayed at my camp for live nights and during their stay, not onry was

the Gold Phone not operating but my business line was slso rdesdr _ I common
occurrence at cape Bridgewater. The claim documents 2001 - 2tsg include letters
from other customers, either ringing in or out ofthe camp, who also experienced a

'dead line' fault.
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2. From Prahran Secondary College (in residence 26 to 30 April, 1993):

"The one drawback which )'ou musl rry and do something about is your telephone. -

- - - unforrunarely the Gold Phone was not operutional and we did not want srudents

using your private phone .,, ,'

3. From Jackie Cullen, Daylesford Neighbourhood House (in residence 2 to 5

January f 993). Ms Cullen also complains about the Gold phone service:
t' .... a lot of trouble to be put through,,/

* Page 3l ofthe DMR and Lanes Technical Report (attached) discusses an ll day

fault on the Gold Phone Line, caused by lightning strike damage to RCM I
around March 1994.

* Page 23 of the report tarks ofa four day faurt caused by a rightning strike on 2l
November 1992. How many lightning strikes could there have been?

* My records show that the Gord phone suffered continua[y from faurts starting as

far back as 1989 and Telstra records also show this fact.
* Just using the limited evidence availabte it Attachment 2y' shows that the Gold

Phone was faurty between January and Apr of 1993 for extended periods,

I state again, if DMR and Lanes had been privy to ALL the documents I submitted in
my claim, particularly documents 200r - 215g, then they would not have repeated such
an unprofessional statement with regard to the Gotd phone fault only tasting lI days
and they would trot have stated:

t'Assessment 
- A reasonable level of semice was provided.,,

This Gold Phone is st r disconnected because I have refuted the assessment made by
DMR and Lanes in their report,

Another document I have encrosed is a copy of a tetter dated 30 May 1994 from a Mr
Fred Fairthorn, ex-'Tom the Cheap Grocer', c/o Capehouse, Cape Bridgewater. Mr
Fairthorn's comments regarding the phone service at cape Bridgewater courd arso
have been viewed by DMR and Lanes if they had seen my craim documents 200r - 2158.
According to Mr Fairthorn's letter he was aware of phone problems at Cape
Bridgewater over the previous 5 years or more.
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On page 2 of the DMR and Lanes Report (Attachment 17a) they state:

"A comprehensive log of Mr Smith's complaints does nol appear lo exbl"

Attachment 24 includ'es a typed listing of the names of customers, tradespeople etc, who

have written to me of their experiences with my phone service. There are 59 people on

this list, taken from some 72 letters which were presented in my claim. The list itself

was included in documents 200f - 2158. Again, if DMR and Lanes had seen this list

they would not have made such a statement regarding no log of claims.

One of the seventeen areas that DMR/Lanes did not professionally assess was my Gold

phone. Telstra disconnected this phone in December I995, and it is still disconnected,

because I have disagreed with the account on the basis that the service was not up to

network standard during the period shown in my claim.

GOLD PHONE (0ss 267 260) COMpLAINTS:

All the following information comes from Telstra's own fault data which was included

in their Defence documents of l2th December r lgg4rAppendices I to 5. These were

covered by a signed StatutorT Declaration.

APPENDDT 5 FAALT RESPONSE
at point 3 r2.8.88 no dial tone Cable Pair

2.9.88 no dial tone XMDF

10.5.89 nil
9.11.90 ELB

at point I 3.7.91 GTGP

al point 2I 4.12.92 nil
at point 22 6.4.88 Inplace Service
at point 24 23.10.92 no dial tone Fault cleared at RCM

27.11.92 no dial tone Fault cleared 30.I1.92
4.12.92 no dial tone no fault found?
28.12.92 no dial tone mechanism adjusted

30.12.92

30.t2.92 special inspection 18.1.93
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APPENDIX I FAULT ^R^ESPONSE

at point 5 12.7.93 System I, which I am told
by Telstra was the one

my Gold phone was
connected to, showed an
Initial error, counter
readings, cut offs in one
direction.

Investigation revealed
that system I was
running a'large' number
of degraded minutes.

At this stage we had no
idea over what period of
time these errors had
accumulated.

at point 21 12.3.93 no dial tone hand set replaced

15.7.93 rejects coins exchange fault

at point 24 2.3.93 Len Banks from pair
gains support rang to
advise me he had several
problems with the RCM
system Mr Smith was
previously connected to.
The 'Major' problem
was caused by a faulty
termination of resistors
on the bearer block
protection, another
problem was caused by
non modified channel
cerds^

al point 25 The last exchange based
fault to be identified was
responsible for noisy
transmission problems.

The cause was isolated to
the RCM system which
sufrered a lightning
strike. Repairs were
elfected on 25th
February, 1993.

at point 29 March 1993 The lirst of three RCM
systems was found to be
performing poorly as a
result of a problem with
lightning protection
modules

at point 19 26.4.93 Gold phone offthe air
for six days.

Tech. in attendance

al point 53 26.4.93 Echo sound on267 267
by campers as the Gotd
Phone was offthe air
from 18.4.93 (10 days)

18.6.93 Calls from Gold Phone
267 260 to 008 number
cut offon answer

fncorrect charging
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APPENDIX 3 FAULT RESPON.SE

at point I 15:55 hours 23.9.93 I second drop out still took money

16207 hours 23.9.93 2 second drop out still took money

16.08 hours 23.9.93 2 second drop out still took money

17zl4 hours 23.9.93 I second drop out still took money

17.21 hours 23.9.93 I second drop out still took money

21.37 hours 23.9.93 I second drop out still took money

21.38 hours 23.9.93 I second drop out still took money

at point 20 9.3.94 no dial tone lightning strike at
exchange

FROM TELSTRA REPORT ON GOLD PHONE:

8.3.94 Telecom received complaints from live customers (not including Smith)
whose telephone numbers were in the same number range: these faults were
caused by lightning at RCM (I)

9.3.94 Telecom received a further ten complaints from cape Bridgewater,
including complaints from Mr smith on 8th and 9th, in relation to his Gold
phone.

10.3.94 and
11.3.94

Further complaints from Cape Bridgewater customersz Replaced RCM
equipment on this Gold Phone Line.

19.3.94 Telecom received further complaints of "no dial tone't from seven other
Cape Bridgewater customers.

20.3.94 Investigation showed that the line was intermittently failing.

23.3.94 Telecom technicians set up a cooling fan in the hut which holds the RCM
system at Cape Bridgewater.

FOI documents state clearly that System I (Gold phone) suffered faults at the exchange from
l5l7l93 to2612194 with a 59o/o fault loss over this period.

FOI documents also show that System I (Gold phone) suffered faults for 60 days between

2412192 and late January 1993.

All these faults were logged and the information was passed to Dr Hughes in my claim
documents. Dr Hughes has now written to Mr Laurie James, President of the Institute of
Arbitrators, stating that he did not provide 40 letters and their attachments to the Technical

Resource Unit. why? Dr Hughes should be made to explain his actions.
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David Read of Lanes Telecommunications and Paul Howell of DMR Group Canada have

stated in their Final Report on the Cape Bridgewater Hotiday Camp that: "There appears

to be no record of Mr Smith's loggedtaults", It is now verT clear that Dr Hughes, the

Arbitrator, also withheld logged faults reports which I provided to him during the FTAP.

THERE WERE A FURTHER 17 GOLD PHONE COMPLAINTS LODGED BY

CUSTOMERS AND THESE WERE IN A SEPARATE TIIIRTY PAGE BOUND

VOLUME WHICH WAS INCLUDED IN MY CLAIM DOCUMENTS. In fact, all the

information regarding these problems with my Gold phone was supplied to Dr Hughes -

with attachments.

Further, I have FIVE LETTERS (from a total of 72) received from other customers who

experienced faults with the Gold phone service when they were here. How much more

proof do you need, Senator? The Report by DMR/Lanes is just one more 'mistake', just

another way that Dr Hughes down-played the true facts and halted the course ofjustice.

The following quote is taken from a document submitted to Dr Hughes during the FTAp.

The document was dated 31.1.94

"5.5 PORTLAND. CAPE BRIDGEWATER HOLIDAY CAMP

(t) The customcr complaints on Jile range trom 1987 to 1993, Roughly one

quarler ol the problems related lo call-cut-olf,

(ir) Between 1987 and August 1991, the customer was connecled to a RAX

exchange al Cape Bridgewaler.,,

In June 1992 I wrote to Telecom requesting FoI data on faults known to Telecom to have

been logged by f I00, This request was made so that I could lodge a submission to

Telecom showing these faults, along with my own recorded data and diary notes etc.

on July 3rd 1992, Telecom responded, stating that no data regarding fault records were

in existence for periods before 27th June, 1991. The information noted above at points (i)

and (ii) proves that this data WAS in existence. The raises questions about what

information was not provided, either under FOI, or as in response to the seventeen

requests which Dr Hughes refused me during the FTAP.
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I have other proof which also shows that the DMR & Lanes Technical Resource Unit

were provided information by Telstra which was withhetd from me during the FTAP,

THE FAULTS NOTED IN THIS LETTER RELATE ONLY TO THE GOLD PHONE.

EVIDENCE REGARDING THE OTHER SERVICE LINES CONNECTED TO MY

BUSINESS (267 267 - incoming calls; 267 230 - fax line and 008 senice) WAS

DISREGARDED IN A SIMILAR MANNER BY THESE THUGS.

I went into the Fast Track Arbitration Procedure believing in Australian Justice but

we, the members of COT, were lied to by everabody involved. I have evidence that Dr

Hughes:

directed the Resource Unit lo omit lhe pail of theirtinal report thal covered calb

incorreclly charged lo my business

received letters from Auslel clearly slating:

(a) thal I was correct in my assessments and

@ expressing concern lhal olher subscribers in the Por and area could well be

suffering from the samc problems ol short duration and incorrectly charged

calls elc. and

@ that Telstru would cover these laults in their delence oJ the FTAP.

Even with this evidence, I was thwarted because Dr Hughes did nothing - not only did

he not even bother td respond to Austel's letter, let alone my evidence, he then altowed

Telstra to OMIT any reference to the short-duration calls and overcharging in their

defence. If Telstra had been correctly called to account over this omission, I would

have received a fair hearing and would never have been heard from again.
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27.

CONCLUSION

The following information is taken from a Statutory Declaration made by Ross

Anderson and used in Telstra's Defence of l2th Decemb er 1994.

INCIDENT WITH PORTLAND TO CAPE BR]DGEWATER RCM SYSTEM NO. 1 - 8

MARCH 1991

25. On 8 March 1994 a lightning strike damtged the Signalling Control lJnit (,,SCIJ")

board at lhe Porlland end of system no. I olthe Porlland to Cape Bridgewater RCM.

The damage resuked in Telecom receiving intermifient no dial tone complaints from
Cape Bridgewater subscribers whose lelephone services were connected to RCM

syslem no. I. A SCU board is basically a boatd that controls catk transferred by

RCM systems.

26. The only semice Mr smith had on RCM system no. I at this time was his 267 260

gold phone line. (NorE: My other phone was removed from this service because

of continual complaints)

The lightning damaged scIJ board was replaced on i0 March I99l by a spare scu
board provided by rhe llarrnambool cusromer operarions Group. This spare board

had previously been used in another RCM system (not in Cape Bridgewater), had

beenfound to be in need of repair and hod, in accordance with standard procedares,

been sent back to the manufacturer lo be repaired Howgver, after receiving furrher
inlermittenr no dial rone complainrs andfleeting alarmsfrom RCM system no, l, rhe

spare SCU board subsequently proved lo be lemperalure sensilive, I explain how
thb was discovered in some detail below.

On 19 March 1994 Mr Smith,s 267 260 gold phone line was removedfrom RCM
system no, I as o precaution because ongoing investigations had nor yet discovered

the inlermiflent no dial tone lault, The reason for this detay in discovering rhe fault
b lhal lhere were nofault reporrsfrom cape Bridgewarer customers oJno dial tone

or RCM alorms bebeeen 1I & 19 March 1g91, rlhen the complainrs rcappeared on

19 March 1991, a number o! Telecom experrs lrom cAN (customer access network)

Technologies were called in to assist as o mafier ot urgency.

2E.
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It was concluded that because the RCM system no. I generallyfoiled in the night it

may be sensitive lo cooler temperatures. On 23 March 1993 we therefore set up a

coolingfan in lhe hut which holds the RCM systems at Cape Bridgewater ond

dbcovered that the RCM system no. I failed when the ambienl temperature reduced

to 74 degrees F which is about 23.3 degrees C. On 23 March 1994 we replaced the

SCU board again with a new board and thefault was remedied

This RCM was installed in October 1991. With regard to the 'tambient temperoture"

reducing to "74 degrees F which is about 23.3 degrees C" what Telstra hasn't stated

and we therefore can not know is, how many times the temperature fluctuated past the

'danger' point and over what time period this temperature fluctuation caused problems

for Telstra customers at Cape Bridgewater.

WIIAT COLOURED GLASSES WERE DMR AND LANES WEARING WHEN

THEY COMPILED MY REPORT?
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ATTACHMENT 28:

My record / log ofiauns. This record was attached to my claim / submbsion, parl 2'

Attachmenl 17c shows that this record / Iog of faults was not provided to DMR and Lanes

by the Arbitrator, or by the FHCA Resource Unit. Part 2 of the Cape Bridgewater claim

/ submission is not mentioned in the "Source of Information" list.

Attachment 21, page 31, point 2.20 ofthe DMR and Lanes Report notes:

"A caller reporls callJailedtive limes but nofaultfound, receiving "dead" line,

I7 August 1993."

Attachment 21, page 36, ofthe DMR and Lanes Report includes yet another incorrect

assessment regarding this 'dead line fault'which was apparent and lasted for many

months. The assessment made on this fault by DMR and Lanes was "Indeterminate" and

at point 2.20 they go on to say:

"Thbfault appeared lo be conJined to a single occasion."

As can be seen from page 31 of the report, the dete referred to was 17 August 1993.

Attachmenl 21a includes four letters from different sources, all reporting the'dead line'

fault. These letters cover the time frame from March to May 1993; they were all included

in my claim / submission (2001 - 2158) and again, DMR and Lanes did not see them.

The examples listed in Attachmcnts 24 and 24a are only a few of many instances which

alfected the decisions Eade by DMR and Lanes. If they been provided with ALL the

documents I submitted to the FTAP they would have had to make quite different

assessments.

The incorrect assessments they did make have cost me thousatrds of dollars: my evidence

substantiated a far greater call loss than that which Dr Hughes allowed. Whoever

disadvantaged my claim by deciding not to allow all my submitted documents to be

viewed on their merit, was negligent in their appointed charter.
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The following information will further clarify the situation I have found myself in

during this FTAP and the continual problems I have encountered in trying to

access FOI documents which I know exist, but which have never been provided to

me.

On the 3rd June 1994 there were four 'short duration call episodes: the phone only

rang once and the linewas dead when the receiver was picked up. I finally contacted

ll00 and spoke with Heidi at the Bendigo TSC Fault Centre. I rang out on my fax

Lfue,267 230, and asked Heidi if she would test my 267 267 line (which translates to

008 816 522) while I waited on the fax line. The same thing happened: one short burst

of ring then nothing, the line was dead.

When Heidi came back to the 267 230line and I asked her what she had heard she

said that she had heard a message - "something about a'camp' ". I then asked her

how this could happen since I didn't speak at this end as the line was dead when I
picked up the phone? Heidi then became very agitated and upset and so I asked to

speak to a supervisor.

The supewisor repeated the procedure however this time the 267 267 phone rang four

times before it was answered by a Mrs Trigg who was in my oflice at the time, Mrs

Trigg only said "Hello" and then replaced the receiver back in the cradle.

Considering the problems I was having with Telecom at the time I was seriously

concerned by this incident and I rang the Secretary ofthe Telecommunications Union,

MrLen Cooper. I explained my concerns to him and noted also that Iwas concerned

about Heidi - what would have made her say what she did?

I then decided to have a professional, five-minute video produced at the studio of
Power Productions in Portland, demonstrating what happened and explaining my

concerns. Mrs Trigg wrote of her experience of the situation (refer Aflochment 30).
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Some n'eeks later my 008 account arrived and, you guessed right, I was charged for

both these test calls (reJer Auachment 30),both the dead line call from ll00,which

translates to 054340089, where I was charged for a 3 second call (l cent charge) and

also for Mrs Trigg's "Hello" response, which took no more than 20 seconds, and which

was charged at 4 minutes and 19 seconds for 91 cents.

The following issues are raised as a result of this incident:

A 'report' was issued by Heidi at the ll00 fault centre (refer Attachment 32),butl

have not been sent a copy ofthis report even though I specifically requested it
through FOI.

2. The video I made regarding this incident was accepted by Dr Hughes in support

of my claim, as claim document SM6 (refer Attachment 30, page 2 oJ Dr Hughests

letter ot20 July 1994 to Mr Rumble of Telecom), however it is not mentioned in

any ofthe three versions ofthe "Source of Information,' list presented by DMR

and Lanes in support of their Technical Report,

This incident, supported by documentary evidence, is a particutarly clear example of
how Telstra deliberately withheld FoI documents in order to further disadvantage me

as a claimant in the FTAP, as they did during the settlement process, December lI,
L992.

To add salt to the already festering wound, the Arbitrator and FHCA withheld the
video (sM6) from DMR and Lanes along with other claim documents. This is not just

my imtgination, Senator: the evidence b before you
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APPENDIX 1

s19

Smith's claim document - not mentioned as being viewed in:

1. Draft Copy,7 Aprit 1994
2. Dr Hughes's Copy,30 April 1994

3. Smith's Copy,30th April 1994



B.

C.

D.

In the introduction to their Report, DMR & Lanes include a Table of Contents (Scope of

Report) u'hich includes a total of26 assessments covering the six and a halfyears oflost service

that I had suffered. These 26 assessments, each ofa single lost call or fault, formed the base

from which DMR & Lanes produced their final Report.

The following Iist shows just a few samples of these 26 assessments:

As I will show at point ll, further on in this letter, DMR & Lanes refer a fault which

lasted for five months (point L2 in their Report). Telstra records clearly show that this
fault lasted for 42 months.

Due to the Austel cor Report, DMR & Lanes had to show service problems at the RCM
at Cape Bridgewater as an 18 month period.

Then DMR & Lanes resort to 'nit-picking' to make up the 26 points. First they report
a 16 day fault when FoI documents show that it actualy lasted for three and a harfyears.
Then they report a one day fautt (AXE lock up on congestion), yet Telstra diary notes

and working notes (provided in my claim documents) show a regurar pattern of proven
congestion on a daily basis from the Melu exchange to portland. This exchange handled
507o ofthe trunk calls to our area for at least three years.

Then they report software faurts which rasted for "one and a harf hours,,: afive day
fault, a four day fautt. FoI document which I provided showed that this fault lasted at
Ieast 60 DAYS.

Then they list a single 9 minute fault!!

And another single three hour fault.

These, and other minor faults, were all tbat were assessed. I will now demonstrate the truth of
this cover-up. The examples in this letter do not inctude the information already provided to
your ollice. I have also provided the Board of relstra with facts, Iists of relstra witness
Statements which were based on incorrect evidence supplied and deliberate lies, told in order to
down-play the true extent of the continued saga I have surrived here at Cape Bridgewater over
the past six and a half years. These incorrect witness statements were used by Telstrr in their
Defence of the FTAp on December l2th,lgg4.

E.

F.

G.
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Austel has also been provided with documents that showed that a fault alarm had not

been connected at the new exchange on the cut-over day in August 1991. This fault

system was not connected until TWENTY MONTHS LATER. The alarm was intended

to alert technicians in Portland (20 kms away) if faults were occurring in the system.

My advisor produced considerable evidence offaults occurring before the cut-over day

and yet DMR & Lanes never mentioned the fact that this alarm was not functioning,

after the cut-over day, for another 20 months, How many more faults fell, unrecorded,

through this "net" during this 20 month period? DMR & Lanes are nothing less than

Criminal!

I now refer to a letter dated February 29th, 1996 from Mr James, President of the

Instifute of Arbitrators, Australia. The information below is supplied in response to

the correspondence fonyarded to MrJames by Dr Hughes. copies ofboth these letters

are enclosed for your information.

There was supposed to be a letter from Paul Howell, DMR Group Canada, attached to

the Technical Evaluation Report of 30th April, 1995, on the cape Bridgewater Holiday

camp FTAP. I did not receive this attachment and am therefore now requesting that

the Telecommunications Industry ombudsman provide a signed copy of this letter.

John Rundell of Ferrier Hodgeson corporate AdvisorT (FHCA) was supposed to sign

the Financial Report but did not - I can only assume he had good reasons for not

signing this Report. Mr Rundell has informed my accountant, D M Ryan, that he

received instructions from Dr Hughes to remove a large porfion of his Report. Mr
Rundell did not refute this when I contacted him by phone.

Di Hughes did not seek any comments from D M Ryan regarding this Arbitration after

Mr Ryan and I had worked through the weekend after receiving the FHCA Financial
Report. This leaves much to be desired, considering the importance of tbis Arbitration.
Mr Ryan supplied page after page showing where Mr Runde[ had not provided basic

principles to indicate how FHCA had arrived et their finditrgs: a letter from Dr
Hughes on this matter would have given us a chance to eppeal the Award, or confirm
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our allegations that FHCA had erred in common basic accountancy principles. Dr

Hughes states one thing, D M Ryan states another and Mr Laurie James, President of

the Institute of Arbitrators writes to me that Dr Hughes has answered these allegations,

even before I\{r James has inspected the FHCA Report or spoken to Mr Ryan, as you

can see by the enclosed letters.

The whole FTAP was conducted in this manner - any argumetrt that I put forward was

quashed in favour of either Dr Hughes or his Resource Unit. I am sure, when you have

read the true facts, a different set of circumstances will be revealed.

On page 2 of Dr Hughes's letter to Mr James, in paragraph one, Dr Hughes states that

references are made to diaries and not exercise books as being shon'n at the oral

hearing on llll0l94. This is quite wrong, Attached to this letter are pages 98 to 102 of

the transcript from that oral hearing. These five pages show that I told those present at

the hearing (representatives of GIO, Telstra and FHCA together with Dr Hughes) that

the evidence I had in front of me included names ofvarious clubs and individuals who

had tried to contact me by phone but who had experienced phone faults on my service.

Please note that at the bottom of page 101 I am quoted as sayhg ,,1,m trying to show

you that I did record stuff, but it's nol diary notes",

In his letter to Mr James, Dr Hughes has inferred that the information before me at the

oral hearing was contained in my diaries which were later given into the care of Dr
Hughes to be "placed into evidence" for the FTAP.

In June of 1994, Mr Garry Ellicott, Loss Adjuster from Plummer and pullinger, ex-

Queensland Detective and ex-National Crime Authority OIIicial, spent five days at

Cape Bridgewater to assist with my claim, When he left Cape Bridgewster he took

ALL FI\/E DIARTES WITH HIM, for safe keeping. It wss Mr Ellicott who forwarded
these diaries to Dr Hughes's oflice some time early in November, 1994. Mr Ellicott
will, I am sure, provide copies ofthe freight costs as evidence if Dr Hughes chooses to

refute this information,
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By his own statement in his letter to Mr James, Dr Hughes has shown that the evidence

I had of customers who had reported to me that they had problems in contacting me by

phone, and which was contained in four exercise books, was not accepted at this oral

hearing by Dr Hughes as evidence in support of my claim to the FTAp. This is jusl one

example of where re Resource Unit relused to use evidence which I supptied-

DMR Group canada and Lanes Telecommunicdtions abo refused to view or ignored

evidence in support of my a egations that customers and others had experienced

similar phone faults to those listed in the exercise boola. This set of ,,logged customer
faults" is attached at the back of part 2 of my submission (cape Bridgewater part 2)
yet DMR & Lanes state that there appears to be No Iogged faurts in my submission,

Much ofthe logged materiar was put together before I received many ofthe Freedom of
Information (FoI) documents I now have. This information had been presented to
your office during and leading up to a meeting rve Cor members had with you and
senator Boswell, in your ollice in Melbourne tate in 1993. I mention this point as I
have since received from Telstra (in 1994) further FoI documents including lI00 Fault
Reports on leopard and rerecom techniciansr own trotes, as wefl as copies of retters
which I had received from various people who had experienced problems trying to get
through on the phone to my business, This assorted information, received six months
Iater through FOI, matches the information on logged faurts which was presented to
your ollice in 1993. In their Technical Evaruation Report, DMR Group canada and
Lanes Telecommunications stated: "A comprehensive rog o! Mr smith,s compraints does
not appear to *bL,,

Also included with this retter is a set ofrogged fautts (referred to above), which were
piesented to the FTAP, brt nor assessed by DMR & Lanes. I have forrvarded this
information in order to demonstrate to you how I fert after first losing a wife of20
years only l8 months after I took over cape Bridgewater and then, onry 20 months
later, losing a partner who was hospitarised as a resurt ofstress when she rost $50,000
that she had invested in this business after being assured by Terstra, in June r99r, that
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a new sen,ice u'ould rectib'all lhe phone problems. I have a Telstra file note of this

exact phone conversation n hich I acquired through FOI.

These records of logged calls were not the only documents that DMR Group Canada

and Lanes ignored and which, ifassessed properly, would have shown a truly

comprehensiye picfure of the massive phone faults we were sullering at Cape

Bridgewater.

on 28th January, 1994, Freehill Hollingdale & page (Telstra's outside solicitors and

solicitors to the FTAP Defence of relstra) wrote to me stating that my allegations that I
had complained to Telecom's Fault service more than nine times between lst January

and 9th August, 1993 were wrong. This letter was included as evidence at point I I04 of
my claim documents (Smith / FTAp).

I wrote to Mr Benjamin of relstra's customer Response unit on 5th January 1995 and

forwarded a copy of the letter to Dr Hughes via fax to 03 614g73oat l2:3gthesame
day, as an e'idence claim document. In this letter I refuted the above statement made

by Freehill Hollingdate & page by supprying Tetstra's own FOI documents together
with my registered faurt compraints (arso shown on Terstra's own records). These
documents showed a total of 56 phone ca[s to various faurt centres within the Telstra
system. Either Freehill Hortingdare & page lied to me, or Terstr a did, These were

lurlher loggedfaults that DMR Group canada and Lanes Telecommunications did not
take inlo accounr when they stated that a comprehensive rog of my compraints did not
appear to exist

so far in this letter I have demonstrated that, by his own admission, Dr Hughes did not
accept the notes, papers etc which I presented, attached to the four exercise books,
during the oral hearing on october t rth, 1994. In doing this, he stopped the Technical
Resource Team from understanding the full impact ofall these faults.

As mentioned previousry, I have arready forwarded to you copies of more than rg3
faults, logged in 1993, which DMR Group canada and Lanes Terecommunications
either could not or would not view in support of my evidence, ptus I also presented, as
part of my June 7th submission, a further 70 0dd tetters from my customerst
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complaining offaults. These letters should have been accepted as genuine logged

faults also, considering that each one included the name and address ofthe writer.

Finally, in contradiction of Freehill Hollingdale & Page's statements, there are

another 56 faults logged over a space of8 months which were not included. How can

DMR & Lanes say there were no records of logged faults?

Further documents attached to this letter are numbered Al, A2 and A3. These are

copies of documents that DMR & Lanes say they used to reach their findings and to

produce their Report, Al and A2 are draft copies of the completed Technical

Evaluation Report, Please note that, when comparing these with the copy I received

from the Arbitrator on 2nd May 1995, DMR & Lanes have not included all my claim

documents as having been viewed, in fact they did not source Tsoh of the evidence I
produced in my claim.

In the 2nd Draft copy, dated 30th Aprir 199s, and in my copy, recei'ed 2nd May 1995

but dated 30 Aprit 1995 the contents are the same, except that DMR & Lanes did not
present their Addendum Report (a further discrepancy) with this draft copy which
also shows a Jive monlh, continued l2.s% NRR (Not Receiving Ring fault) - Telstra's
own FoI documentation however, and my own evidence, shows this to be a 42 monrh
continued NRR fault. Another cover-up by DMR & Lanes? The originar two draft
copies therefore, show, in the Source of Information section, that many of my claim
documents were not assessed at a[. I can prove that none ofthe documents I
submitted after Telstra had presented their Defence received even one mention in the
assessment by DMR & Lanes - NOT ONE MENTION. This is fact, not fiction.

In his letter to Mr James, Dr Hughes wourd rike him to berieve that my assertions that
a technical expert refused to discuss technicar information wh e visifing my business
were incorrect. The truth of this matter is, howeyer, as foflows. I rang Dr Hughes's
ofrice to explain that I had just received 24,000 rate derivered FoI documents from
Telstra - I I days after they had submitted their defence. I went on to ask for an oral
hearing before I began to read, collate and photocopy all this material and compere it
with existing FOI documents so thet I courd present it in an organised, techniear
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manncr after speaking with the Technical Resource Unit, at the direction f Dr Hughes,

My technical advisor could no longer work for me since I was not in e position to pay

his account. Dr Hughes told me to carry on the way I was going and then advise the

visiting Technical Resource Unit of my concerns when they visited my business, where

they could view this evidence,

When David Reid of Lanes Telecommunications did visit Cape Bridgewater he acted

within his interpretation ofDr Hughes's directions, and did not view any of the

documents relating to short duration faults, no any ofthe technical documents which I
wanted to show him . Again, evidence was nol viewed.

Dr Hughes states, in his letter to Mr James, that Mr Reid acted in accordance with

directions which prohibited him from speaking to one party in the absence ofthe other

party at a site visit. This confirms, in Dr Hughes's mind anyway, that Mr Reid acted in

accordance with instructions not to speak to me oD my own, At approximately 4.l0pm

on the afternoon in question, however, Mr Reid left my business in the company of
Peter Gamble, Telstra Engineer, who is a person I bave proved to be a liar, I do not

know how long these two were together but the plane left portland Airport at 7,20pm

and it is a 20 minute drive to the Airport from my property. In this instance it
obviously did not suit Mr Reid's purpose to adhere to the directions issued by Dr
Hughes: he left my property with Mr Gamble - surely this was actually against Dr
Hughes instructions?

Much ofthe material I have at hand has been viewed by independeut observers. This
material includes FoI documents, Telstra Defence documents and other information.
These independent observers believe, in their own professional opinion, that my

Arbitration Procedure was glossed over in the Award presented by Dr Hughes. In
other words, they believe that Dr Hughes did not arrive at his finat Award
independently.

Austel currently has documentation that I have presetrted to them and which was

originally presented to DMR & Lanes. one quarter of this information has already
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been vier+'ed by an independent Technical expert who was not associated with the

FTAP. This expert also confirms that DMR & Lanes did not correctly assess my

submission. Even a non-technical person can clearly see that they also glossed over

their Report. I am now awaiting Austel's response regarding the above-mentioned

evidence which rvas provided to DMR & Lanes and which they did not assess correctly,

They chose only to look at 26 faults over six and a half years. Who is kidding who

here?

This independent Technical obserrer, mentioned above, has stated that all three of my

phone services suffered from the foltowing list of massive faults end that incorrect

charging was one ofthese major faults on two ofthose services.

DMR & Lanes never mentioned overcharging as a fault in their assessments.

This shows their bias,

DMR & Lanes never mentioned short duration calls as a fault in their
assessments. Thb shows the bios.

3. DMR & Lanes never mentioned a 5 minute video of my verbar explanation of
1100 attempting to cotrtact my business and lying on the phone. This videoed

explanation included information about how I was then charged on my 00g

service for a recorded message that the number being called by lI00 was not
connected. To make matters worse, another call which did connectand which
was answered by a Mrs Trigg in my office, lasted only 20 seconds (8s attested to

by Mrs Trigg in a written statement) and yet my 00E account was charged for 4
minutes, Thb shows their bias.

4. DMR & Lanes did not incrude in their assessments information I provided
showing ELMI tape monitoring which indicated 26 not-connected, short-duration
calls to my business over a five day period and which registered on the ELMI tape
as I and 2 second short-duration calls. Twenty-six lost calls to a small business in

This shows their bias.five days is horrendous,
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DMR & Lanes did not assess the four ofthese 26 short-duration calls (point 4)

which I was actually charged for on my 008 account. My claim documents

included a 12 page inder/appendix which clearly listed where DI\{R & Lanes (and

the rest of the Resource Unit) could find the faults I presented and which I had

derived from Telstra's own FOI documents, as well as my own supporting

evidence. This shows their bias.

There are 613 faults listed in this 12 page index, all from Telstra's own FOI

documents. The index also includes conflicting statements made by Telstra,

CCAS mistakes not registered, CCST mistakes not registered and information on

where to find further evidence in my claim. This index,/appendix was not viewed

correctly by DMR & Lanes. Their Technical Evaluation Report notes only 26

assessments viewed. This shows their bias.

7. Page 2 of this index-/appendix (point 5 above) shows 9l incorrectly charged or

short-duration calls to my 008 service in the 12 month period betn'een lg/6/93 and

l716194 alone. DMR & Lanes did not mentioD this in their assessments.

This shows their bios.

8. My 008 account shows that on 18/8/93 there were 63 unsuccessful test calls

charged to my 008 number. Telstra's own working notes state: .Test calb
unsuccess/ul did not hear STD pips on any calls to test no. I gave up tests.,, This

evidence appears in the Technical Report produced by my advisor, Mr George

Close, however, this fact was not shown in DMR & Lanesrs assessment.

This shotes their bias.

9., At appendix ll in my claim I cite an example from a letter from a Telstra

Technical Manager: "With further investigation it appeared one o! our problems

nay be more temperalure relaled as when lhe remote (un-manned exchange) end

ntas not lelt openfor some time, that appeared to be when we had the failures.,,
Refer FOI document K00942. This was not shown in DMR & Lanes's

rssessment. The door to this un-manned exchange remained closed and locked

This shows their bias.when there were no technicians in ettendance.
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10. In the DMR & Lanes Report, at point 2.8, they state that a lightning strike

affected the RCM exchange for four days from 2lst November, 1992. Telstra FoI
documents, submitted as part of the Cape Bridgewater claim (part I and part 2),

show that this four day fault was not acknowledged as being fixed until late

January, 1993. This is not a four day fault, but a 60 day+ fault. This fault was

not correctly assessed in the DMR & Lanes Report. obviously they did not view

my evidence on this matter. This shows their bios.

ll. I have shown Mr James, President of the Institute of Arbitrators, where the draft
copy of the DMR & Lanes Report indicates, at point r.2, a r2.5oh exchange faurt

occurred from March to August 1991, a total of FIVE MoNTHs. Telstra's own

evidence shows that this fault continued for 42 MoNTHS. This fault was not
reported correctly by DMR & Lanes. This shows their bias.

In the index/appendix to my claim, on page 4, I present an example of a fault with
my Goldphone. Telstra's own ccAS data (the state of the art technorory as

mentioned in the Coopers and Lybrand Report) showed fhat, overjust three
particular days, there were 77 short-duration calls. In case you think this is a
typing error I will repeat that number: seventy-seven short-duration calls
(shown on Telstra's own CCAS data). DMR & Lanes, however, have stated in
their Report at point 2,21that ,,A reasonable level of senice was provided...,, to
my Goldphone. They did not view my ctaim documents in a professional manner.

This shows their bias.
I might add at this point that Terstra disconnected this Gordphone ten weeks ago

@ecember 1995) because they refute their own evidence which shows that this
was a very poor service. They demand that I pay back accounts - would you,
Senator?

In their Report, at point 2.4, DMR & Lanes comment on a small number of calls
incorrectly receiving an RVA ,.This number is not connected,, message at the
dialling end. "since considerabre network tesring was done on ar reost oNE of lhese
calls, with No Fauh Found, and no subsequent sirnilar pattern o! reporls,
reasonable semice may have been achieved if appropriate advice was given lo

13.
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cuslonrers, and lhefault rcmained 'open' and nol cleared."

White visiting Cape Bridgewater, Mr Peter Gamble, Telstre's Senior Engineer,

stated to me in the presence of Mr Reid, Technical Advisor to Lanes, that this

RVA message was the fault of the customer mis-diatling. It appears that Mr Reid

listened to Mr Gamble and did not view my evidence. This shows their bias.

The following quote comes from an FOI document that you read to the Senate in

1994: "ie complaints from Mr Smith takenfrom FOI documenl 2/7/92 ' Our local

technicians believe Mr Smilh is correct in raising complainls about a "Recorded

Voice Announcement (RVA)" saying that the number is not connected They believe

that il is a problem that is occurring in increosing numbers as more and more

cuslomers ore connected to AXE exchanges.' "

To back up my allegations about this RVA I provided the FTAP with copies of

letters from clients who, in desperation, finally drove to my business to place a

booking because they couldn't get through on the phone. Continued Voice

Announcements were heard on my business Iines from 1988 through to 1994.

An FOI Telstra three page document, included in my Claim, stated that there was

"RVA on congestion". This is an indication ofthe poor performance ofTelstra,

This document then goes on to say: "Overall, Mr Smilh's telephone service had

sufreredlrom a poor grade of network perlormance over a period of several years,

with some difftcuhy to detecl ?xchange problems in the last I montils. " This

document was dated before llth December, 1992, and the pages were numbered FOI

c04005,7 & 8.

There is another FOI document which states:'Mr.Snrith hos had ongoing

' complaints lor more thantive years. His semices were initially provided by an

exchange using older technologt which suflered laults and congestion,,. FOI

documents prove that Telstra had admitted that there was sn incorrect Recorded

Message on congestion over many years. The combination of all this information

only proves again that DMR & Lanes did not sct independently during this

FTAP. This shows their bios,
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14. Further evidence ofthe horrendous cover-up that has taken place links to point 4

of this letter. Records which show these five days offaults on my service were

accidentally left at my business by a Telstra technician. Telstra have refused to

supply me with the results of the entire three month analysis (May to August

1993) obtained by using this ELMI monitor, The table below is an exact copy of

my technical advisors comments on this five day assessment.

\ilhy did DMR & Lanes not address the Report supplied by Mr George Close?

This Report showed a 527o loss of calls on my incoming business line.

fhb shows their bios.

Tabled below is an exact copy of my Technical Advisor's Summary of the faults

shown from the material we had available from FOI documents. DMR & Lanes

did not comment on, nor did they assess this contiuued fault, They never even

acknowledged this technical information which was supplied by my technical

advisor in his report. Another non-assessed MAJOR FAULT.

This is just one more example of where my Technical Advisor, Mr George Close,

can show large numbers offaults on the phone service both in and out of my

business. This shows their bias.

16. DMR & Lanes must be made to address the question of why they ignored so

maDy of the faults which are included in the Letter of Claim and in George

Close's Technical Report.

It is documented in the DMR & Lanes Report that .,... a comprehensive log of Mr
' Smith's complaints does nol appear to exisl, This ctearly shows that either they

did not read my Letter of claim of 716194 or they lied to cover-up for Telstra. An
exact copy ofa paragraph takcn from page ld of my Lefter of Chim is tabled

below' A letter to Mr warrick Smith, TIo, shows that there was a log attached to

the Letter of claim I presented to Dr Hughes. what did Dr Hughes do with this

Log?
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The only conclusion that can be drawn from DMR & Lanes's comments about a

lack of records of my complaints is that they did NOT act independently when

making their assessment of my CIaim/Submission to the FTAP.

This shows their bias,

17. Among the documents accidentally left at my premises by a Telstra technician on

June 3rd, 1993 (refer point 14 of this letter), was another set of documents which

cotrtradicted information I had been given regarding the length of time my service

may have been suffering from faults.

I had originally received a letter from Telstra, before settlement day (1f.12.92)

which stated that Telstra were acknowled gir'g a 50o/o loss of calls to my business

OVER A TWO DAY PERIOD only. I continued to insist that these RVA

messages ("The number you are ringing is not connectedt') existed over many

months, with some customers actually writing to me as early as October 9l and

through until June 92, and other complaints about this same fault which went

back as far as 1988, Finally Telstra wrote to say that new evidence had come to

light and it was now accepted that this RVA had been in existence for THREE

WEEKS, and that I could well have lost 507o of incoming calls during this time.

One ofthe documents found among those mentioned at point 14, however,

showed that this fault could have existed from the cutover day from the old RAX

Exchange, in August 1991. Another internal Telecom memo, from Gordon

Stokes, Portland Technician, and dated 2417lgl,notes that ,,Network should have

been brought in before now, as lhb RVA Jault has gone on lor I months.,, These

letters were all included in my Claim documents to the FTAp.

In their Report, DMR & Lanes say this was a 16 DAY fault. This information

came from a witness statement made by a Telstra employee. I can substantiate,

beyond all doubt, that this witness lied on other issues in his witness Statement

which wes included in the Telstra Defence of l2th Decemb e\ lgg4.
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Again, DMR & Lanes:

(a) did not view the logged faults that I supplied evidence of

(b) did not read many of the 70 letters that I provided to the FTAP from other

people who had experienced phone faults when trying to contact my business

(c) did not take evidence from Telstra internal documentation, instead relying on

the word of a Telstra technician who had been in charge of my phone service

for six and a half years and who had a vested interest in proving that he had

done a good job during that time.

DMR & Lanes did not weigh up the documented evidence included in Telstra's own

records. There are two separate documents which provide evidence that this

particular fault was in existence for at least 8 months, with a 507o loss of incoming

calls to my business over this time, and not the 16 days noted in their Report.

This shows their bias.

Mr Pinnock has continually stated that I have no grounds to complain. He insists that I
was dealt with correctly. After reading all these 17 points I believe anyone would be

convinced that there has been a massive cover-up by the FTAP Resource Team. If this is

not convincing enough then I can provide another 17 examples of where the Resource

Units have played footsies with Telstra.

Ann Garms, another of the four COT members, has also found that the information

supplied by her Technical Advisor, and the information in her Letter of Claim and

Technical Report was not addressed correctly by the parties associated with the FTAP.
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APPENDIX 2

Senator Alstonrs Letter

DMR and Lanes

Incorrect Assessments during the FTAP



APPENDIX 3

Letter to Peter Gamble

TF200 Touch Phone

ATTENTION: SENATORALSTON

With regard to the TF200 Touch Phone mentioned in the following letter to peter

Gamble - on the 7th July 1996 I tested this phone again and it still works perfectty,

without locking up.

This phone can be supplied to your ollice for further testing if necessary.



SUMMARY

FTSP / FTAP: SMITH . TELECOM / TELSTRA

The Fast Track Settlement Proposal (FTSP) included three major conditions. These

conditions were:

I. An independent Assessor would value each claimant's business as compared to

other similar businesses and would assess the growth and performance ofthe

other businesses over a relevant period, in order to reach a reasonable conclusion

as to how the COT member's business would have performed, had it not been for

the matters in dispute between them and Telecom,

2. FOI documents would be supplied by Telecom to enable each of the four COT

claimants to present their claim in a reasonable time-frame and, at the same time,

allow the four claimants every chance to prove their case. Robin Davey,

Chairman of Austel, was aware of known communication faults associated with

some of the COT claimant's service lines and netnork performance, hence the

need for FOI documetrts to support our claims.

3. Consequential Losses, associated with the FTSP, were to be taken into account by

the Assessor. At the time of the FTSP negotiations, after discussing my need for
professional help to prepare my claim, Robin Davey stated that, according to his

interpretation of a consequential loss, this expense would be included as part of my

claim - if the cor claimants proved their claims. At this point in the discussion

Ann Garms (another COT member) interrupted to ask Mr Davey to explain more

fully what he understood by the term "consequential loss". Mr Davey's reply was

"A loss is a loss b a loss.".

These three conditions ofthe FTSP were to form the basis ofthe Fast Track Arbitration
Procedure (FTAP). The signed FTAP included the fourth and fifth conditions ofthe

FTSP: This procedure was to be "Non Legalistic" end "Fast Tracked", Neither of
these conditions were abided by, either by the Arbitrator, Dr Hughes or by Telstra.
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During and leading up to the Arbitration Procedure, meetings were held with the

members of COT in the offices of the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman

(tIO) with the then TIO, Warrick Smith together with Peter Bartlett, Legal Counsel

for the TIO. During these discussions I mentioned Robin Davey's interpretation of

'consequential loss'. Peter Bartlett stated that if the COT claimants proved our cases

then consequential Iosses, preparational costs and flow on costs would form part ofthe

Ioss attributed to the matters in dispute regarding our phone faults. This information

is supported by Attachment 5, which is a letter from Peter Bartlett to me regarding

'consequential losses',

At this point I had not yet employed a professional to assist with my claim.

Because ofthe type ofclaim I was lodging against Telstra, I was advised to employ a

Forensic Accountant who would have a far greater knowledge of the consequential

Iosses which I had experienced through these phone faults and so I appointed D M

Ryan.

At this time, my Chartered Accountant, Selwyn Cohen of St Kilda, had already

presented an interim report regarding his professional understanding ofthe cost to my

business and the losses incurred as a result ofsix years ofphone faults. His Iigures

were used in a legal matter, allowing for monies owing by me to be adjusted. His

figures, strange as it may seem, are similar to those produced by D M Ryan, when he

was employed to produce my FTAP submission.

The day that Dr Hughes handed down the "Award" in my Arbitration, in May 1995,

we had two different accountants who had produced figures relating to my business:

Selwyn Cohen's figures were only slightly higher than D M Ryan's. Dr Hughes, on the

other hand, had been provided with figures by FHCA. These were less than lOc in the

dollar when compared to Selwyn Cohen's and D M Ryan's figures. No wonder FHCA

have been appointed to handle all the Arbitrations for the second tier ofCOT
claimants: with those assessments, FHCA are guaranteed of a lesting arrangemetrt

with Telstra.
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Under the rules of the FTAP, Telstra agreed to supply FOI documents as required, It has

now been proved by the Commonwealth Ombudsman's Office that Telstra did not follow

these rules, rules n'hich had been signed by both parties as the instrument to enable the

four COT claimants to prepare their claims.

I have shown in this submission that Telstra's reluctance to provide this FOI

documentation has had a'snow ball'effect. I was not able to present all the facts as they

actually were because I was not able to access the material from Telstra.

All four COT claimants were told that the FTAP would allow us to present our claims

fully. Telstra's non supply of FOI documents halted this process.

On 4 May 1995 I rang the office of Hunt & Hunt, Melbourne, to speak to Dr Hughes

regarding the submission offurther claim material (refer Afiachment 12). Aslhave

shown in this submission, Dr Hughes did not access ANY FOI DOCUMENTS from

Telstra as per the rules of the FTAP. Right through the Arbitration Procedure, for

reasons known only to himself, Dr Hughes continued to deny me access to FOI documents

I sought under the so-called 'rules' of the FTAP.

ATTACHMENTS 7 and 12

Atlachment 7is a document asking for a major consideration to allow specific information

to form part of my claim. The material submitted was denied.

Attachmcnt 7a shows that this information was very relevant to my claim and formed the

base of the FTAP. The material related to the Assessor checking the circumstances of

each cor claimant's business and comparing their individual businesses performance,

over a relevant period, with other businesses in the appropriate industry. Even though

this was one of the basic rules of the FTAP, Dr Hughes still would not allow submission of
this material which would have formed the basis of my claim. This meterial included

information from Camp Rumbug, a camp similar to my own and which I had helped set up.
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As I have shou,n in this submission, Camp Rumbug had produced a Section 52 document

which showed a gross takings of$400,000 annually. My gross takings over the previous

seven years, in comparison, averaged only $75,000.

This situation alone indicates clearly that the whole FTAP was conducted in a way that

meant that the cor claimants were not allowed not demonstrate consequential losses.

Again, as I have shown in this submission, Dr Hughes also did not provide to me copies of

all the Telstra correspondence he received during the FTAP.

on 23 June 1996 I received documents in response to my FoI request of lg october 1996.

This request was for letters sent to Telstra by Dr Hughes and tetters sent to Dr Hughes by

Telstra during the FTAP (refer Attachments 20 and 2I). As I have stated in this

submission, there were a number ofdocuments in this delivery that I had not seen before.

My concerns are: did the Resource unit see copies of this correspondence? was I the

only one who did not see this material? If the Resource unit did not see this material

then this is, no doubt, part ofthe reason why the Resource Unit's figures and assessments

are so inaccurate when compared with FoI documents, tourism statistics and

commonsense accounting principles.

whichever the case may be, it can at least be seen that Dr Hughes breached the rules of
the Arbitration Procedure, a procedure that we cor four were ted to believe would
allow for Natural Justice to occur after years ofoperating our businesses with an

inadequate phone service.

Dr Hughes has been negligent, however, otr Eore than one occasion.

Attachment 27 includes a copy of a letter to Tony Hodgson of Ferrier Hodgson corporate
Advisory (FHCA)' which clearly defines material / correspondence which Dr Hughes did
Nor send to FHCA during the FTAP. This materiar incruded 40 letters (with
attachments) which I had written to Dr Hughes, believing that they would automatically
be circulated to the Resource Unit.
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These 40 letters covered information that both FHCA and DMR/Lanes should have

assessed while they were preparing their reports.

Attachmenl 27 includes a letter from Mr Laurie James, President of the Institute of

Arbitrators, Australia. Mr James acknowledges that Dr Hughes is not a Graded

Arbitrator. I have been reliably informed that, during my FTAP, Dr Hughes sat for

and failed his exams. This gives me grave doubts as to his competence to conduct my

Arbitration; his conduct has certainly not been that of an uubiased umpire.

Dr Hughes breached the rules of the FTAP and also erred very badly in my Arbitration

and this mafter should now be investigated. The result so far has been that I am now

left with:

* wrong assessments made by FHCA

* wrong assessments made by DMR and Lanes

* wrong assessments made by Dr Hughes,

It seems to me that Dr Hughes may have made incorrect assessmetrts during my

Arbitration for the following reasons and I believe I have a right to raise these serious

issues.

A. A copy ofa letter to Graham Schorer, spokesperson for the four COT clairnants

is attached. This letter, dated 24 May 1994, was written by Peter Bartlett, Legal

Counsel for the Office of the TIO and is accompanied by a Conlidentiality

Undertaking signed by Jan Blaha of DMR Group Australia Pty Ltd. DMR

Australia were the original Technical Resource Unit and the four COT claimsnts

had agreed to their appointment to assess our ctaims.

I am told, however, that DMR Australia pulled out of the FTAP because they had

been olfered a sizeable contract by Telstra either during or leading up to this

Arbitration. If they pulled out because they sew a conflict of interest then they

should be complimented on their commercial principles.
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B. I am further led to believe that Hunt & Hunt, Lawyers, the company that Dr

Hughes is a Senior Partner of, accepted a four million dollar contract while Dr

Hughes was presiding over the four COT Case's Arbitrations. If this is so, and I
have no reason to doubt the information, then both Telstra and Dr Hughes were

wrong to allow this to happen.

I am not saying that Dr Hughes deliberately disadvantaged my claim purely in

response to matters that could have, or might have swayed his judgement, under

the instructions ofTelstra but, whatever the case may be, Dr Hughes has not

conducted this Arbitration Procedure in a way that gave both parties equal

rights.

In particular, it should be of some concern that he has breached his own rules of

Arbitration.

I have also been told that associates ofthe legat firm appointed to Arbitrate on the

third tier ofCOT type cases have, Iike Hunt & Hunt, accepted substantial tenders

while they are presiding over the Arbitration.

George CIose, my Technical Advisor during the Arbitration Procedure, was

approached by Telecom in regard to a tendering-type process. He told Telecom that if
he accepted, he would not remain independent and unbiased in relation to work for

other clients. This leaves Telecom's tendering process opetr to question: people

associated with the FTAP were approached by Telecom / Telstra, in one way or

another, regarding a retainer-fype cotrtract. It can be seen quite ctearly that the two

Arbitrators mentioned and their companies, who did accept tendering contracts with

Tblstra, did not see this in the same light as George Close and Mr Blaha of DMR of
Australia. This raises questions about what is 'conflict of interest' and what is

'independence'.

Thank you for reading this submission. Further documents can be supplied to support

this information.
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